Epilator, shaving
head, ice pack
Satinelle Soft
Total body

HP6553/00

The gentle way to enjoy longlasting smooth skin
Epilate wet, soothe with ice
The gentle epilation set is a kind yet eﬀective way of removing hair. Use the
epilator in the shower or bath to easily remove hairs at the root, without pulling
skin. Next, soothe skin with the cooling ice glove for beautiful smooth skin.
Gentle hair removal
Epilate wet for easier hair removal from the root.
Cooling ice glove soothes skin, leaving it smooth & radiant
Sensitive area solution
Use to trim, shape and remove hairs from sensitive areas
Beautiful smooth skin
Eﬃcient epilation pulls out the hairs by the root (0.5mm)
Convenient epilation
Speed 1 for gentle epilation, speed 2 for max performance
Up to 30 minutes wirefree epilation, quick 1-hour recharge
Fully washable device for extra hygiene and easy cleaning
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Highlights
Epilate in shower or bath

Shaving head and comb

Two speed settings

Epilating in water makes hairs easier to
remove. Gentle tweezing discs remove hairs
from the root without pulling skin. The epilator
can also be used in dry conditions.

Use shaving head to removes hairs from
sensitive hairs. Comb trims longer hairs preepilation and can also be used to shape bikini
line.

This epilator has two speed settings. Speed 1
for extra gentle epilation and speed 2 for extra
eﬃcient epilation

Cooling ice glove

Root hair removal

Ice helps to close the pores and follicles after
epilation and soothes skin. Using the cooling
ice glove after epilating in the shower or bath
helps leave skin smooth and radiant.

Epilation removes hairs from the root. Hairs
grow back ﬁner and more slowly. Results last
up to 4 weeks.

Cordless & Rechargeable

Up to 30 minutes wirefree epilation, quick 1hour recharge.
Fully washable

Rinse the epilator under running water for
optimal hygene maintenance.
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Speciﬁcations
Features
Epilate in shower or bath
Cooling ice glove
Root hair removal
2 speed settings
Cordless & Rechargeable
Fully washable
2 year guarantee

Accessories
Electric shaving head: with trimming comb
Ice glove
Convenient pouch
Cleaning brush
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Technical data
Number of catching points: 20
Number of discs: 21
Pulling actions/sec. speed 1: 666
Pulling actions/sec. speed 2: 733
Voltage: 3.6V

